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Sustainability achievement

INDUSTRY FIRST

INITIATIVE 1: Waste management plans

Plans have been
produced for all eight
treatment plants.

 We understand our waste volumes
 We have identified opportunities to reduce
waste to landfill
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INITIATIVE 2: Waste monitoring system

All waste data is entered
into a digital platform.

 Our waste practices are centralised,
accessible and transparent
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 We have optimised beneficial reuse
options.

Cultivating circular
ecosystems and
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 We’ve been able to act on adaptive
management opportunities.
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AUSTRALIAN LEADING

INITIATIVE 3: Agri-Ash

Agri-Ash from our
sewage treatment
process is used by
local farmers as a soil
enhancer.

 We keep 16 tonnes of Agri-Ash out of
landfill every day
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 We provide a local solution to nearby
farmers to meet their fertiliser needs.
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Initiative 5 – Water
treatment solids
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2,200 tonnes of material expected to be kept out of landfill each year;
with remaining operational waste to landfill reduced by >60%.
How?

Waste policy

Resources

 Various state waste and resource
recovery legislation



 State and national policies driving
resource recovery and waste from
landfill 



Input costs rising



Push to generate local,
dispatchable, low carbon,
renewable energy

Waste is
a resource

 China’s national sword

Organic waste has inherent energy
and nutrient potential

Waste utility

Community



Key ageing assets



ABC’s War on Waste documentaries



‘Resource recovery biggest disruptor
to water industry’ WSAA customer and
industry leadership committee



Recycling in crises – opportunity for
local solutions



The community wants to recycle
and is good at recycling

Water utilities are major local industry

INITIATIVE 4: Spoil reuse

We collaboratively
developed processes
and infrastructure
that allow us to reuse
previously un-reusable
soil and slurry.

 We have kept over 5,000 tonnes of material
out of landfill (2019-20)

What we’ve done

Vision
A utility that transforms ‘waste’ into resources

Objective
Deliver best practice waste management that increases resource recovery, reduces waste to landfill and supports a local
circular economy.

Track 90% of all solid waste managed
by Icon Water using digital platform
75% of clean excavated natural
material from network maintenance
internally reused, 0% sent for
disposal*
Provide waste performance
dashboards for Icon Water sites on a
quarterly basis

Approach

Achieve a sustained reduction in
operational waste to landfill from
2017-18 levels

Maximise value of our embodied
resources – rethink approaches, realise
opportunities and replicate strategies
that optimise material reuse
Purchase upcycled and recycled – buy less,
demand greener products and choose
wisely to grow a local circular lifecycle
ecosystem
Empower, inspire and influence – think
global; act local, share successes and be
locally attuned and responsive in
cultivating cooperative relationships
*Assuming appropriate infrastructure and space maintained at Fyshwick STP
or similar location

In this initiative we undertook a composting
trial, mixing water treatment solids with
kerbside-collected municipal green waste at
Corkhill Brothers Mugga Lane composting
facility. The result was a composting product of
a quality that can be commercially sold.

Snowy Monaro
Regional
Council

 72% reused internally
 28% reused as top cover for a nearby
council landfill, which directly prevents
extraction of virgin material for this
purpose.
Sustainability achievement
INITIATIVE 5: Water treatment solids reuse

We experimented with
two ways to find a
successful reuse solution
for our water treatment
solids.

 We are able to compost solids from the
water treatment process with kerbside
green waste to produce valuable
landscaping materials with superior water
holding capacity

We are taking the trial one step further by
adding supplements as required to realise a

Partners

INDUSTRY LEADING

INITIATIVE 6: Recovered glass sand

We have developed
a process to turn
glass bottles, jars and
containers back into
their original state –
sand.

 ACT land developers have so far purchased
more than 1,000 m³ of recovered glass sand

We created biochar,
a specialised potting
mix for the horticultural
industry, by combining
biosolids at our sewage
treatment plants with
forest residue.

 We have established a new potential option
for sewage treatment – advanced thermal
processing through biochar

We use a lot of sand at Icon Water; most of
our 3,000+ kilometres of sewer pipes are
embedded in it.
The approval and launch of this cuttingedge solution using recovered glass sand for
pipe embedment has led to the immediate
purchase of over 1,000 m³ of recycled material
by ACT land developers. This achievement
helps reduce virgin material extraction and

ReGroup, ACT
NoWaste

 This could replace existing heat treatment
systems when our furnaces approach
the end of their service life over the next
decade

LESSONS LEARNT
Aecom,
Yarralumla
Nursery,
researchers
at CSIRO and
Australian
National
University

BEST PRACTICE

INITIATIVE 8: Office initiatives

Our ~400 staff can
contribute to the ACT’s
container deposit
scheme. We have also
undertaken several other
measurable resource
recovery activities.

 We’ve learned how to identify and act on a
change in the recycling market
 We set up recycling hubs (made from
recycling our wood crates) to collect bottles
and cans from our staff
 We’ve so far recycled more than 1,000
items, raising funds for the charity
Abundant Water.

 Focus where stars align first
 Think global but act local
 Local collaborative
partnerships essential – think
influence not control

 We are exploring options for collaboration with
other utilities and presenting our findings
at the Global Water Research Alliance in
November 2020.

Abundant
Water, ACT
NoWaste

We have promoted this initiative across
our business and community via our video,
supported by the ACT Commissioner for
Sustainability and the Environment.

Virgin material extraction by ACT land developers reduced by up to
2,000 tonnes due to Icon Water’s recycled material substitute.
How?

 We expect greater uptake of the product
with Icon Water likely to use 200 tonnes
directly and land developers to use upward
of 2,000 tonnes annually.
INITIATIVE 7: Biochar

Once final results are achieved, EPA approval
is secured, and the product is marketed, this
innovative solution is expected to keep 2,200
tonnes out of landfill each year, reduce Icon
Water’s remaining waste to landfill by more

than 60% and develop a saleable compost
product for use by the community.

Key result:

Corkhill
Brothers, Mogo
Mudbricks,
SESL

 This reduces virgin quarry and river sand
extraction, creates a market for recycled
product and keeps resources circulating – a
sustainability win-win-win

INDUSTRY FIRST

superior product meeting Australian Standard
AS 4454 – the best practice for the generation
of soil conditioners, mulches and compost.

Initiative 6 – Recovered glass sand

 We also developed a process inwhich the
solids are turned into mud bricks.

Measure, manage and avoid – monitor
and improve performance to be
resource efficient

Increase proportion of purchased
products made from recycled or
repurposed materials

 100% of our spoil is now reused:

INDUSTRY LEADING

RESOURCE RECOVERY STRATEGY

Targets



INDUSTRY LEADING

Watch our video!

 Reframe perception of water
utilities as resource recovery
enterprises
 Publicise to show what is
possible
 Focus on purchasing upcycled
to set the example we want
of others and send demand
signal

 Multiple benefits with
application of HACCP to
sewage treatment 
 Resources are too good to
waste – circular economies are
more sustainable
 How achieving in this space
led to confidence in tackling
climate change mitigation
(daunting)

Watch our video!
keep resources circulating in the economy,
whilst creating local jobs and providing a cost
competitive fit-for-purpose recycled product.
Greater uptake of the product is expected with
Icon Water likely to use 200 tonnes directly
and contractors to use upward of 2,000 tonnes
annually. We believe actively purchasing
recycled products is just as important as
upcycling our own products.

The launch of the product on 4 August 2020
by Icon Water Managing Director and ACT
Minister Chris Steel gathered substantial media
attention and recognition. Scan the QR code
above to watch the media video.

